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VITAL SIGNS 
 
Short 50% DJIA May 4=12,723.58  
Short 100% DJIA May 17=12,479.58 
DJIA Stop +3.5% fm 2nd Px=12,916.37 
 
Short 50% S&P May 3@ 1356.62 
Shorted 100% S&P June 6 @1286.17 
New STOP @ 1331.19 on ALL 

          
 

 
ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY! 
 

TIPPING POINT?! 
 
 Our move to “Sell in May and Go Away” has 
worked out quite nicely this year, as it did last.  Although 
strongest trends have been violated, corrective action has 
been held to modest levels, with little significant technical 
damage to speak of, even with the recent record of six down 
weeks in a row. 
 Major Indices appear to be tracing out a possible 
Head-and-Shoulders Top pattern.  We seem to have the Left 
Shoulder and Head completed and have retuned to the 
Neckline, which is also the current level of the 200-Day 
Moving Average, [See charts page 2] and weekly trend 
channel line support. The normal expectation is that a rally 
into the Right Shoulder would ensue now, or very soon, and 
then a final drop back to the neckline.  From there, a break 
through that line, downward, would activate the negative 
consequence. The break, to be confirmed, must be 
accompanied by an increase in momentum and volume.   
 If necklines are broken without confirming, then 
the trend will be in doubt, remaining in ‘limbo’.  If support 
holds, there is still a lower than 50-50 chance of an 
additional leg up.  A confirmed breakdown would issue 
minimum counts of -100 S&P points & -1200 DJIA points 
counting down from the necklines. 
 The chart of NYSE New 52-week Highs divided 
by the New Highs + New Lows [chart this page] assists in 
evening out the distortion over long periods of time of 
different numbers of Listed NYSE Stocks.  Dropping below 
70 is a Sell Signal while rising above 30 is a BUY.  After 
three false start sells over this past year, it gave a solid sell 
on June 6, and back to a buy [above 30] on June 21.  
 That might confirm an attempt to complete the 

developing pattern with a Right Shoulder in the near future which 
would carry more ominous implications for the longer term. This 
ratio [also the simpler numerical difference] registered the lowest 
readings since the 2009 market lows, indicating that the rise has 
suffered its greatest internal damage to date, that is, greater than 
last summer’s decline, although that was of  larger percentage in 
Major stock Indices. 
 If the expected rally is ‘truncated’ or short of measured 
expectations, and THEN we get a neckline break – there could be a 
rapid acceleration down into a ‘capitulation’ phase immediately. 
On the other hand, there is a rally which extends beyond shoulder 
length, a more positive outcome could ensue. 
 The current “TIPPING POINT” occurs as prices have 
declined to a level of ‘triple’ technical supports, which should offer 
considerable resistance to further negative trend extension, but if 
violated, would immediately precipitate a volatile and dangerous 
trading environment. 
 Tactically, traders should Buy on this support and keep 
orders ‘on the floor’ to reverse to Short on a technical break!  
Conservative holders must be aware that the odds on economic 
revival have become less sanguine, & cyclical factors are more 
negative into the September-October mine-field period, and act 
accordingly. 
 The only change in positions this month is that the 100% 
Short level was activated for the S&P500 on June 6, up from the 
50% level, on a close under 1289 or 1286.17, as it was.  And we 
lowered the Stop on the entire position as called for in the VITAL 
SIGNS box to 3.5% above that figure, or 1331.19. 
 With one final Eclipse, a New Moon SOLAR Eclipse due 
on July 1, look for more ‘DRAMA’ in the world, financially, 
politically, and nature-ally.  Some of the known issues may come 
to a head, where they can no longer be “kicked down the road” in 
the popular vernacular.  As it will be squared by Saturn, there will 
be a heightened sense of limitation, with worse economic news and 
depressing developments in a range of political and social issues. 
 The mettle, the intention, the will and power of groups, 
individuals, states and principalities will be tested, and many will 
be found wanting.  Remember your purpose for being here! 



 

 
 
  

 
HEAD-AND-SHOULDER TOP PATTERNS COULD BE FORMING IN MAJOR INDICES! 

 

As you can see from the charts above, Our Major Stock Indices have retracted their price levels to the point of multiple 
technical supports!  The 50-Day Moving Averages [thin red lines] have been penetrated and prices now rest on or near 
200-Day MA’s [dark blue curving lines] and necklines [thicker green horizontal lines].  These same regions are also host 
to 50-Week MA’s [not shown], marking powerful areas of strategic strength.  Additionally, the MACD [momentum] 
patterns at bottom of 3 charts have turned positive from a lower level.  As explained on page one, we expect an attempt to 
bounce right away, but it needn’t go far nor last long.   
 
The 28-month FED-supported advance may be running out of steam, and negative seasonal statistics may inhibit further 
strength.  QE2 ends this week and the FED does not appear ready to proceed further.  Ratings agencies threaten to lower 
U.S. Debt ratings if no deal is announced by the August 2 deadline for debt ceiling increase.  Greece moves from bailout 
to bailout – when will it end?  Debt doubt is spreading with Italy, Ireland, Portugal and Spain in the cross-hairs.  There is 
a new [2nd] Freedom Flotilla headed from Turkey to Gaza this week – Israel has vowed to stop it. Solar Eclipse on July 1! 
 
There are considerable dangers from sky-patterns in August, with the heaviest from the 8th to the 14th.  This alignment 
involving 5 bodies [including the Sun] forming eight planet-to-planet aspects considered ‘negative’ or ‘difficult’ and no 
‘positive’ or ‘easy’ ones, plus the Full Moon.  Does this mean our debt ceiling doesn’t get raised?  Does it mean a more 
hostile WAR?  Does it mean financial collapses from some that we already know that are threatened? 
 
“The biggest change over the past seven weeks has been in sentiment (a contrary indicator).  There has been the 
greatest shift to bearishness since last summer and it has been extreme enough to suggest a major portion of the 
decline in prices has already occurred.  What is unique as we view it is that the shift to bearish expectations has 
evolved as much from disappointing economic fundamentals as it has from falling prices.  Usually, the news and 
sentiment follow the trend in prices.  The more weakness in stocks, the more investors find reasons to be bearish.  
In this instance, it is not a case of putting a bearish spin on good news but rather disappointing news that has 
investors questioning the viability of a continuing recovery.” -Bob Farrell  - Farrell Advisory Associates  -  6/18/11 
 
[This description matches the Second Down-leg of Major BEAR markets.  In the initial negative phase, the Day-traders, 
speculators and the heavily margined are taken down, before the bad economy makes headlines.  In the Intermediate 
Bear, stock fall on poor economic developments.  In the third or final phase, bankruptcies are announced, depressed 
investors throw in the towel, and prices drop even below levels justified by poor economics.]                     
[Bob Farrell was mentoring us at Merrill Lynch, back in the 1960’s – Ed.] 



 

  

 
U$DOLLAR INDEX RISING ON MORE PROBLEMS IN EUROPE! 

 

As we write [Sunday evening], the U.S.DOLLAR is inching above its steepest downtrend line, having recently 
tested and found support at the 20-Day [pink] and 50-Day [light red] Moving Averages just below 75.  
Conversely, SILVER on Friday was falling below its long standing uptrend line [see chart below].   Apparently, 
the Solar Eclipse coming up on Wednesday, closely squaring Saturn and a little more loosely opposing Pluto, 
could aggravate some developing conditions worldwide.  Debts in Europe and the U.S., with attempts to 
impose austerity leading to riots ovre there and inter-party hostility over here. Violence and martyrdom may 
play a decisive part this week. 
 
SILVER has been holding above its long term uptrend line, well above its 200-Day MA, and below its 50-Day 
MA [red line].  The 31 level should present significant support near term as the December highs now coincide 
with the 200-Day MA – doubling the power of that support there.  Below that, the January low at 27 should offer 
further resistance to decline. If that breaks, De-flationary influences will be set loose upon the world’s economy. 
GOLD [not shown] has more room to decline without endangering its technical underpinnings.  Although the 
50-Day MA has been breached, there will be some support on trendlines at 1440 and 1380 and the 200-Day 
MA at around 1420.  It would have to break down below the 1380 to warn of serious deterioration. 
 

 
 



 

 
 
  

We said of CRUDE OIL last month: “Our 
minimums have been fulfilled 
coinciding with the top of our trend 
channel, doubling up the probability it 
could have been a more important 
turning point.” Partly because “…the 
bulk of the price action has remained 
within the confines of a steeply rising 
trend channel (red lines) with lower 
extension parallel in green.”  It has 
dropped very suddenly to the 50% 
Fibonacci retracement level.  We suspect 
it will continue into the mid-70’s 38.2% re-
tracement line (in green), especially in 
light of the inter-governmental efforts to 
force prices lower by releasing emergency 
reserves into the marketplace. 
 

The Broad COMMODITY CRB INDEX   
has closely paralleled the major stock 
indices, topping in late April-early May, 
and executing a neat, two-step decline 
totaling about 11%, from 370 to 330.  OIL 
and METALS complexes are down the 
worst while major foodstuffs are close behind, having had large runs up over many months.  The BRITISH POUND 
has declined more than other major currencies, even more than the EURO or even the MEXICAN PESO, while in 
retreat, are not off THAT much. SUGAR and ORANGE JUICE were UP MOST in recent weeks, but the Big Gainer 
has been U.S. Treasuries.  Geithner must be delirious! 
 
We have mentioned that we like the Iraqi DINAR for long term appreciation.  It appears that the business 
atmosphere in Iraq has improved immensely, especially with the Oil Field leases completed last year.  We do have 
concerns about the entire Middle Eastern turmoil boiling over there, as well.  I believe the U.S. will go to ANY length 
to protect those assets!                        Otherwise, we continue to mention the Old Deutschmark denominated Bonds! 
 
 
 

 
ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days) 

 
JULY 1 = Partial Solar Eclipse at 9 deg Cancer = Third & final Eclipse  = Many Old Timers say:  “Don’t trade around eclipses.” 
JULY 4 = Wonderful, sociable day!  Careful about U.S. markets out while others open, particularly Low in Precious Metals & Swiss Francs. 
JULY 7 = Mars conjoins the June 15 Eclipse Point. = Explosive – Dangerous.  A potential market Low +/-3 trading days?! 
JULY 8 = Very nasty day in the markets, possibly from news after Thursday’s close, with more all day Friday, then Uranus station on Sat! 
JULY 9 = Uranus turns Retrograde = Unusual, unexpected events. Sudden wild swings in the most emotional markets at the time Fri/Mon. 
JUL 15 = Earliest possible Option Expiration Friday.  Full Moon very early morning.  Expect the Worst – Update Stoploss orders! 
JUL 28 = Multiple aspects plus sign changes.  Probably positive markets early, turning lower later. Bet on a down day. 
JUL 30 = New Moon in Leo = Could lead to another round of speculative excesses – gambling with love or money. Sharp changes in Gold! 
AUG 1 = Two difficult aspects make for a difficult day!  Next CP newsletter!  Compromises unlikely! Is the U.S. out of money yet?  
AUG 2-3 = Late night 2nd Mercury goes Retrograde = 3 weeks of muddling through.  Early A.M. Mars enters Cancer = Explosive! Anger! 
AUG 4 = Neptune Retrogrades back into Aquarius = Hopes & wishes become confused or spiritualized.  Changes in inflationary pressures. 
AUG 9-13 =  Sun, Venus, Mars Uranus & Pluto in multiple harmonic alignments, culminating with Full Moon = Extreme violence, quakes. 
 

 
ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually mailed 1st Monday.   Next CP will be Monday, August 1. 
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